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ABSTRACT

This chapter will systematically review the effects of positive social psychology 
interventions applied through organizational context on the wellbeing 
and performance of millennial leaders. This literature study envelopes the 
independent variables, dependent variables, outcomes, the contexts of positive 
social psychology, and types of studies performed on positive social psychology 
systems concerning the millennial leaders in the organizations. Consequent 
evaluations of these learnings have uncovered that the positive social psychology 
intrusions appear to be a promising instrument for improving millennial leaders’ 
performance and wellbeing. However, research investigating happiness in the 
workplace among a sample of millennial leaders has been minimal to none. 
Thus, it is essential to explore the motivation for millennial leaders and how it 
contributes to their happiness. Repercussions of these findings for both theory and 
practice and recommendations for further research in positive social psychology 
interventions within institutions are being discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

In the modern era, people worldwide have been watching the ascent of positive social 
psychology, which is well-defined to be practiced, and the science of enhancing 
welfare (Lomas et.al., 2015). In earlier days, Psychology skills, its learning, and 
implementation of positive social psychology stood assumed as unfavorable as per 
our society and the organizations, but in recent days significance of Psychology 
has progressed from not just concentrating on the negative aspects of humans but 
also the positive and constructive aspects of Human, society, and organizations 
(Schneider et.al.,2005). Positive social psychology research highlights the need to 
investigate the processes and circumstances that may lead to beneficial outcomes 
(Abbasi et al., 2020). Work environment characteristics, which influence intellectual 
development, play an influential role in improving the impact of HPWS on results 
instead of concentrating on flaws and glitches. Positive social Psychology is defined 
as positive intellectual strength and optimum modification to living. Compared to 
clinical psychology or abnormal psychology, we may consider social psychology 
the most balanced term for the study of individual nature (Schneider et.al., 2005). 
Positive employee behavior similarly recognizes several positive theories learned 
during years like positive reinforcement, positive affectivity (PA), procedural 
justice, dedication and work satisfaction, citizenship behavior and prosocial, core 
self-evaluations, and many more. In lieu, positive psychology combined with social 
psychology is currently applicable to the workplace as Positive social psychology 
(Youssef & Luthans, 2007). Several psychologists have recently started exploring 
the link between human wellbeing and social psychology concepts. It’s understood 
from the latest research that positive social psychology is the concoction of positive 
thinking in addition to social psychology (Schneider et.al.,2005). The combination 
of social psychology and positive psychology will assist in attaining the improved 
social consciousness, sense of maturity, fulfillment, discipline, and positivity in work 
and personnel life. (Schneider et.al., 2005). Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi and Martin 
Seligman are critical specialists in the discipline of positive social psychology. Also, 
they defend that PSP would help achieve efficient mediations and technical insight 
to establish flourishing in organizations, people, families, and societies.

PSP is usually referred to have three different levels which are (Group level, 
society level, and individual level). Martin Seligman coined a PERMA model 
to determine well and characterize welfare; PERMA has the five components of 
wellbeing: Positive feelings, Engagement, Relationship, Meaning, Accomplishments 
(Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000).

American psychology experts have recently dedicated their millennial problem to 
new science and the innovation of affirmative psychology, positive personality, and 
positive organizations (Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000). Early personifications 
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